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ABSTRACT 

Plant layout is the lifeblood of an industry as well as of any cement industry for its 

manufacturing process and layout design. A cement industry uses various types of machinery 

and equipment for its smooth operation. Appropriate plant layout and location of facilities are 

crucial for enhancing the productivity and safety of the industry. Plant layout planning, however, 

is a complex problem, and researchers have attempted to solve it using a variety of techniques. It 

refers to the arrangement of physical facilities such as machineries, buildings, equipments, work 

places and other facilities of production in order to process the product in the most efficient 

- manner. An ideal plant layout for any cement industry should provide the optimum relationship 

among output, machinery, equipments, floor area and manufacturing processes. It facilitates the 

production process, minimizes material handling, time and cost, and allows flexibility of 

operations, easy production flow, makes economic use of the building, promotes effective 

utilization of manpower. It also provides for employee's convenience, safety, comfort at work, 

maximum exposure to natural light and ventilation. Based on the proposed layout model a 

comprehensive system for planning is developed. 

The present work includes study of layout design and their production system of various cement 

industries such as Meghna cement, Mongla Cement, Five Rings Cement, CEMEX Cement, and 

Akij Cement industries. Their scientific planning and design which is related to plant layout 

design for mass production system are analyzed. The optimum plant layout design has been 

developed from the need to create or modify cement industry design and to meet new market 

demands. Since the relayout design of industries is highly expensive and disruptive especially 

when the entire factory has to be shut down resulting production to be stopped, an optimum plant 

layout is very much essential for their manufacturing. 
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CHAPTER 1 

I INTRODUCTION 

Li Introduction 

Plant layout refers to the arrangement of' physical ütcilities such as machinery. 

buildings, equipments, work places and other facilities of production in order to process the 

product in the most efficient manner. It is very much needful for any type of mass production 

industry. In mass production, same type of product is manufactured to meet the continuous 

demand of the product. Usually demand of the product is very high and market is going to 

sustain same demand for sufficiently long time. Cement industry is one type of mass 
4- 

production industry which has an important role to the development and modernization of 

cities and infrastructures. 

Plant layout for cement industry is an important factor as it represents long-term 

commitment. As the change of a layout is expensive and difficult, it is better to get it also 

right from the very beginning. An ideal plant layout for any cement industry should provide 

the optimum relationship among output, floor area and manufacturing process. It facilitates 

the production process, minimizes material handling, time and cost, allows flexibility of 

operation and easy production flow, makes economic use of the building, promotes effective 

utilization of manpower and provides employee's convenience, safety, comfort at work, 

maximum exposure to natural light and ventilation. It is also important because it affects the 

flow of material and processes, labour efficiency, supervision and control, use of space and 

expansion possibilities etc [1]. 

The optimum plant layout of cement industry proceeds quickest flow of material at 

the right quantity and quality of output at the lowest possible cost of manufacturing and with 

the least amount of handling in processing the product from the receipt of material to the 

shipment of the finished product, that most economically meets the required output quantity. 

The efficiency of production depends on how well the various machines, production facilities 

and employee's amenities are located in a plant. 
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1.2 The nature of the plant layout design process 

The design of plant layout involves a decision process, which, in general, due to its 

complexity, has again to be decomposed into several sub-problems. When specifying these 

sub problems, their boundaries must be defined so as to minimize the interactions among 

them. Since such interactions cannot be eliminated, the different stages in which the overall 

process is tackled do not follow a rigid sequence. 

The optimum plant layout design process derives from the need to create or modify 

cement industry design, to meet new market demands. In most cases, such a process is 

triggered by the detection of changes in the product demand mix (which may imply changes 

in the product outputs, the introduction of new products or the modification of existing ones) 

or the need for upgrading the current technological processes or for introducing new ones. 

Engineering design is developed together with process planning and it includes the synthesis, 

analysis and assessment of the product against specifications. Process planning which is the 

final stage prior to those dealt with by the covers, for each part to be produced, the 

specification of all the manufacturing operations required to obtain the characteristics defined 

by the engineering design, and for deferent set of parts, the specificaxioaof the assembly 

operations required to obtain the final product [2]. 

(I U1 

1.3 Concept of plant layout SangIadeS' 

Under the manufacturing concept plant layout may be define as, 'Plant layout 

ideally involves allocation of space and arrangement of equipment in such a manner that 

overall operating costs are minimized", according to J. L. Zundi. The best to the plant layout 

problem is important for two reasons. Firstly, the material handling cost can comprise 

between 30% and 70% of the total manufacturing costs, dependent on whether the facility is 

planned on a product or process basis or the other types. Secondly, plant layout is a long-

term, costly proposition, and any modification or rearrangement of an existing plant 

represents a large expense both in terms of relocation and lost processing time and can often 

not be accomplished easily (Sule, 1994). "Effective planning can reduce these costs by at 

least 10% to 30% and thus increase productivity" [Tompkins and White, 1984]. Engineers 

are often assigned for one of two major tasks, either redesign an existing plant to meet current 

market demands, or design a new plant layout. One of the most effective methods for 
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increasing plant productivity and reducing costs is to reduce or eliminate all activities that are 

unnecessary or wasteful. A plant design should accomplish this goal in terms of material 

handling, personnel and equipment utilization, reduced inventories and increased quality. 

Today, existing layout configurations will not meet the expectations and needs of the multi-

product organizations. It is a necessary that there is a need for a new generation of factory 

layouts that are more flexible, modular and more easily reconfigurable. Re layout can be 

highly expensive and disruptive, especially when the entire factory has to be shut down and 

production stopped. The current choices of layout, such as product, process, fixed position 

layout and hybrid layouts do not adequately address the above needs because they tend to be 

designed for a specific product mix and production volume, both assumed to last for a 

sufficiently long period. In addition to these layouts, there are some next generation layouts 

such as distributed layouts, modular layouts, reconfigurable layouts and agile layouts. As a 

result, layout performance tends to deteriorate significantly with fluctuation in design 

parameters such as product volumes, mix, routings or product life-cycles {3]. 

1.4 Characteristics of mass production system 

The followings are the important characteristics of mass production system: 

> As same product is manufactured for sufficiently long time, machines can be 

laid down in order of processing sequence. Product type layout is most 

appropriate for mass production system. 

Standard methods and machines are used during part manufacture. 

> Most of the equipments are semi automatic or automatic in nature. 

> Material handling is also automatic (such as conveyors). 

> Semi skilled workers are normally employed as most of the facilities are 

automatic. 

As product flows along a pre defined line, planning and control of the system 

is much easier. 

> Cost of production is low owing to the high rate of production. 

> In process inventories are low as production scheduling is simple and can be 

im lernented with ease. 

óes ) 
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1.5 Factors influencing layout 

While deciding the factory or unit or establishment or store, a small-scale 

businessman should keep the following factors in mind [1]. 

Factory building: The nature and size of the building determines the floor 

space available for layout. While designing the special requirements, e.g. air 

conditioning, dust control, humidity control etc. must be kept in mind. 

Nature of product: product layout is suitable for uniform products whereas 

process layout is more appropriate for custom-made products and also 

considerable this product is more or less in the market to the customer 

demand. 

Production process: In assembly line industries, product layout is better. In job 

order or intermittent manufacturing on the other hand, process layout is 

desirable. 

Type of machinery: General purpose machines are often arranged as per 

process layout while special purpose machines is needed to arrange according 

to product layout 

Repairs and maintenance: Machines should be so arranged that adequate space 

is available between them for movement of equipment and people required for 

repairing the machines. 

Human neeth: Adequate arrangement should be made for cloakroom, 

washroom, lockers, drinking water, toilets and other employee facilities, 

proper provision should be made for disposal of effluents, if any. 

g) Plant environment: 1-leat, light, noise, ventilation and other aspects should be 

duly considered, e.g. paint shops and plating section should be located in 

another hail so that dangerous fumes can be removed through proper 

ventilation etc. Adequate safety arrangement should also be made. 

Thus, the layout should be conducive to health and safety of employees. It should 

ensure free and efficient flow of men and materials. Future expansion andrdi - ipn may 

also be considered while planning factory layout.

€1 
 ad" 
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1.6 Selection criteria of location for cement industry 

The important considerations for selecting a suitable location are given as follows 

4j: 

> Natural or climatic conditions. 

Availability and nearness to the sources of raw material. 

> Transport costs-in obtaining raw material and also distribution or marketing 

finished products to the ultimate users. 

Access to market such as small businesses in retail or wholesale or services 

should he located within the vicinity of densely populated areas. 

Availability of Infrastructural facilities such as developed industrial sheds or 

sites, link roads, nearness to railway stations, airports or sea ports, availability 

of electricity, water, public utilities, civil amenities and means of 

communication are important, especially for small scale businesses. 

Availability of skilled and non-skilled labor and tecimically qualified and 

trained managers. 

> Banking and financial institutions are located nearby. 

> Locations with links: To develop industrial areas or business centers result in 

savings and cost reductions in transport overheads, miscellaneous expenses. 

> Strategic considerations of safety and security should be given due importance. 

Government influences: Both positive and negative incentives to motivate an 

entrepreneur to choose a particular location are made available. Positive 

includes cheap overhead facilities like electricity, banking transport, tax relief, 

subsidies and liberalization. Negative incentives are in form of restrictions for 

setting up industries in urban areas for reasons of pollution control and 

decentralization of industries. 

It is revealed on the considerations of the location for an industry that the native 

place or homelands of the entrepreneur was the most important factor. Heavy preference to 

homeland suggests that small-scale enterprise is not freely mobile. Low preference for 

Government Incentives suggests that concessions and incentives cannot compensate for poor 

infrastructure. 

i. 



1.7 Dynamics of plant layout 

Plant layout is a dynamic rather than a static concept meaning thereby if once done it 

is not permanent in nature rather improvement or revision in the existing plant layout must be 

made by keeping a track with development of new machines or equipment, improvements in 

Manufacturing process, changes in materials handling devices etc. But, any revision in layout 

must be made only when the savings resulting from revision exceed the costs involved in 

such revision [1]. Revision in plant layout may become necessary on account of the following 

reasons: 

Increase in the output of the existing product. 

Introduction of a new product and diversification. 

Technological advancements in machinery, material, processes, product 

design, fuel etc. 

10, Deficiencies in the layout unnoticed by the layout engineer in the beginning. 

1.8 Application of plant layout for cement industry 

Plant layout is applicable for cement industry or plant. This plant requires special 

arrangements which, when incorporated make the layout look distinct from the types already 

discussed above. In case of the manufacturing of cement industry, a multi-storey building is 

specially constructed to some machinery. Materials are stored and poured into the silos or 

house at different stages on different floors. Other facilities are also provided around the 

equipments at different stations. A plant layout applies besides the grouping of machinery, to 

an arrangement for other facilities as well. Such facilities include receiving and dispatching 

points, inspection facilities, employee facilities, storage etc. So in the cement industry the 

application of the cement industry is more important [l]. 

J. 
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1.9 Objectives of the present work 

The main objectives of this present work are as follows: 

a) Study the existing production system and recommend a best plant layout for a 

cement industry, to optimize the product handling cost and operating cost. 

1,) Improve the existing production system and plant layout design of cement 

industry. 

Proposed the placement of machineries and equipments at the right place by 

1-1 optimum layout design. 

Minimize the manufacturing cost and the investment also be optimum. 

Ok 

Bangiedesh 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the presentation of all the market analysis, raw 

material storage system, environmental significance, industrial ecology, transportation, 

energy consumption, emission and how the clinker are manufactured also considered for 

design plant layout of the cement industry. The layout of cement industry can be analyzed in 

a first step by using part routing information, material storage requirements, material 

handling equipment specifications and part packaging information etc. The shortest distance 

between any two points, the closest incoming dock and storage area to a part's point of use 

have to be identified. Material flow studies have to be performed on alternate layout 

configurations and layout options compared in order to find the best layout and to improve 

production efficiency. The mass production industries are emerged in a market situation 

whose characteristic is functional products, and its predictable demand and high degree of 

standardization; also it's towards resource utilization. The discipline, accuracy, skilled 

- manpower, enough technical person are important to market analysis, site selection and other 

activities. But all the employees of industry must be engaged in accordance with plans with 

fixed order of sequence always is updated. 

The resources (machines, equipment, personnel land etc) for the cement industry are 

organized in functional domains. The resource is that where the market demand is properly 

fulfilled the production demand, supply and customer view which varies efficiently in stable 

market situations. Site selection also highly depends on the resources such as initial 

assumption, transportation, climate feature, industrial ecology, emission and its control 

system, energy consumption etc. 

4 



2.2 Present state-of-the-art 

Plant layout refers to the arrangement of physical facilities such as 

machinery, buildings, equipments, work places and other facilities of production in order to 

process the product in the most efficient manner. It is most important for any type of mass 

production industry. In mass production, same type of product is manufactured to meet the 

continuous demand of the product. Usually demand of the product is very high and market is 

going to sustain same demand for sufficiently long time [5-6]. Cement industry is the one 

type of mass production industry which has the important role to the development and 

modernization of cities and infrastructures. Many Scientists and Researchers are continuously 

trying to improve its performance by optimizing the use of natural resources and reducing its 

overall energy consumption [7-8]. Under the manufacturing concept, plant layout of cement 

industry is the process of obtaining the optimal disposition of the physical facilities for a 

manufacturing unit. To achieve commercial benefits and to operate economically, proper 

planning of the cement industry is very much essential [9]. Cement is the major ingredient of 

concrete, which is the most important consumed material on the planet. It is used to build 

houses, roads, bridges and concrete structure etc. However, in common with all industrial 

activities, the manufacturing of cement can pollute the environment, if it is not managed 

properly. So, a statutory responsibility for protecting and enhancing the environment is 

necessary [10].Cenient production industry inherently consumes a significant amount of 

resource than the other mass production industry if it is low price and high volume material, 

and therefore the average material and energy through output is relatively high [11]. Plant 

layout for cement industry is an important decision as it represents long-term commitment. 

An ideal plant layout for any cement industry should provide the optimum relationship 

among output, floor area and manufacturing process. It facilitates the production process, 

minimizes material handling, time and cost, and allows flexibility of operations, easy 

production flow, makes economic use of the building, promotes effective utilization of 

manpower, and provides for employee's convenience, safety, comfort at work, maximum 

exposure to natural light and ventilation. It is also important because it affects the flow of 

material and processes, labour efficiency, supervision and control, use of space and 

expansion possibilities etc [8]. Most of the Bangladeshi cement industries face their problems 

for optimum plant layout design because of their ignorance, lack of knowledge, space 

restriction, monetary problem etc.; due to which they cannot fulfill their requirements 

according to the production within the budget. As a result actual output cannot he achieved. 



The optimum plant layout design has many advantages over the conventional design. It 

improves product quality, increases production rate, and reduces operating cost as well as 

minimizes the initial investment. 

Now days, the layout design becomes one of the most important part of 

installation in cement industry. It is an important task to make an optimum plant layout of 

cement industry which will be more efficient, effective and more reliable. 

2.3 Market analysis 

The optimum plant layout for any type of cement industry is one of the most 

important part market analyses according to their production system. The importance of 

production and logistic perfornrnnce for company competitiveness has increased during the 

last decade. Today, logistic performance and flexibility can be developed into major 

competitive advantages. The demand for standard products is declining, product life cycle 

becomes shorter, and customers continuously demand qualitative products in which they can 

identify. The service content in products is increasing and customers now prefer companies 

that can customize products. When design a new cement industry then some companies 

already offer their best "service with a product", rather than new company 'products with a 

service". At the same time customer focus on cost-efficiency and service which is better. 

These trends generate a new market situation for any type of cement industry. Sometinies 

customers can change their choice for a short time which is depended on their personnel 

demand, supply of product, market area projection, cost of the product etc. The assessment of 

market feasibility for economic uses and development of the industries then the most 

important priority their commercial districts according to their target sometimes best way 

improves the existing plant or design a new plant. In this must be considerable their joining 

and project design for land use, project and site planning, also cost-efficiency etc. The 

quantitative and qualitative methods applied for abroad their position which includes analysis 

of demand and supply, analysis of special conditions, opportunities and market segments, 

integrate analysis to define target markets, type of products implement, and level of unmet 

demand etc [12]. 
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Demand analysis of market 

The market demand of cement industry depends on the following criteria: 

Market or trade area. 

Number of households and total uses of customer in current market. 

> Estimating square feet of retail space supportable by resulting sales. 

Profile economy to identify major sectors and industries in market area. 

Review data on key industries to identify unique local conditions and location 

factors. 

> Analysis at both site or local and regional level. 

> Local goals and concerns, site issues and surrounding use are factors in deciding on 

potential uses and industries to target. 

> Generation of findings on feasible types of space, target industries, and property type 

or characteristic. 

> Specialized needs or non-traditional users that can be served. 

> Overview previous data whether it is increased or decrease. 

Supply analysis of market 

The supply of market for cement industry depends on some criteria which are given 

below:- 

> To identify competing stores in and near trade area. 

> To consider planned or potential cement industry that may enter the market area 
national and regional retail trends are important. 

> To calculate the dollar value of this market share. 

> To translate these sales levels into supportable supply use industry data on average 

sales in every year. 

To collect data from planning officials on projects under construction and proposed 
projects that will expand supply. 

r 



> To compare existing and planned supply to expected demand for each supply. 

> To identify under-served markets and supply gaps that market is not serving. 

To integrate supply and demand analysis to assess overall market potential for 
different uses, target industries or users, property or project characteristics. 

> To overview previous supply data and maintain the target or goal for the next supply. 

Customer survey 

The customer survey of market for cement industry provides some key information 

on several issues: 

> To understand customer use of the location. 

> To identify important market segments served and underserved. 

> To customer perceptions and evaluation of the area. 

> To competing areas for different products and services. 

> To test customer response to various improvements. 

To test customer response to different value propositions or marketing themes. 

- To by this product the customer opinion, it's positive or negative. 

A 

A 
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24 kaw nwaterbal aci'tion 

(';inker is the mahi coniposition for cement production where gypsum, limestone, 

slack, fly ash etc are. used with clinkcr. The primary raw material for clinker pr duetton is 

limestone, but other material such as niarl, clay, bauxite, iron ore (.-)r sand is also ctm!y 

used. As rules of thumb, approximately 1.5 1.6 tones of dry raw material are required lo 

rroduce one tune of clinker. Most of the raw materials used are extracted from the earth 

throug,h mining uid quarrying and can be divided into the 61lowing groups: lime 

(cakareotis), silks (siliceous), alumina (argiaceous), ad iron (knikmus). Since ; n of 

calcium ezurlvnate, usually limestone, is the predominant raw material, most piani are 

situated ncr a limestone quarry or recei''e this otstciial Qcnn a source via ine>pertVe 

transpo-rtatkm. The p!ant must minimize the transportation cost since one third of the 

Lrne';ione is converted to CC.)z luring the pymp essing and is u ieque tiy lost. Qurr' 

operations consist of drilling, blasting, excavatmg, handling, ioachrmg, hauling. crushing. 

scenitig, snckpiting, and sl.oring t) . uring ra' tedaI aequisitino the primary au pollutm4 

emitted is parncula'te matter. Particuiate matter is also emitted m hading, lodng.  

unloading, and transport oF raw malerials such as coal, purchased from another so;&rcc. In 

certain areas, exhaust li-orn portable equipment may also be a consideration. the toliowiug 

methods are used to eontml parheuhite c isions generated 11om the quirry aid iun4ting MU 

purchased raw wateriabc 

• lhrie lilters t pm se-jet. or revcr-uir'siiakei' 

• tQ3jptnent enclosures 

• Water sprays (With and without. sr!ictant) 

• 

• Silos (with and withi: exhaust veuling to win(I s reens tihric titers) 

• Foams 

Mechanical collectofks  

Chemical du't suppressants 

• i481criai storage lui!dgs 



1)ust that is collected by thec meais is restored to iie pfoccss. For c'ry 

(peraions, newer plants tpicaUy use the pulse-iet thhric fUtrs whik older plants erk' he 

rcrsc-ir or shaker-type fahiic fll1r 

2.5 hivironmerital s Itcace of cent 

fte ln.al ra enthi impacts in the ntunufcture of cement are related to t 

RoU~-',wing categories (i) i)ust horn stack emissions and iigitivc sources, (ii) Gaseis 

atmospheric ernssicns of NOc, SO, CO2. VOC and ohcrs, (ft) OUicr e is.aons iik ;ui:c 

and \bratonS, odour, process wtr. producuoi waste, etc. and tiv) R:sourccs consunjion 

of energy and raw materiafs. 

A 

The manufacture of uemcnt gec;'ate-s Irge qualltiltics of clu.. Psrlv. ti:e 

emission of dust pa!licularly Irom kiln stacks has been the main e vironrnentiJ concern in 

ecmu1 tnanuIiciure. 1'oiut souccc' du,l ern ions ongwaic n.airily from the raw wills, the 

kiln sstoin, the chnkct cooler, and the cement mhi;. ;\ general hiaturc of these process steps 

ii5 that hot cxhu."t gat or exhaust air is jxssing thiough puverizd meruih rcuhmng .n m 

intimately disperscd mixture ui gas and parliculates. Primary reduction ineaucns arc 

!rete jardiy Hoc. tiatnre of the partit l:ks generated is iuked o the source 

materiai tsetL i.e. raw materials (partly cakined), kcr or eemenL Dust from dispersed 

sources in the pkm( area ("fugitive dus) may orinat niainty ri.; ri stnra oid 

hthd)ing, i.c- transport systems, swepiics, crane driving, bagging, etc.., and from trame 

mocncut on unpvcd roads. U huiques ir control and containment of fugitive dust iidude 

dc-dusting of i icrial h'ansfir points. coscd storage installations with proper, ventilation, or 

vacuum cLeaiint; eq.ipmcni. etc. As ihe chemical and nnineralogic.0 i n 

ceim.rnt plant is similar to that oluatural rocks, it is eornmony considered as a "nuisance" and 

not us a tu.'c product in ap kahie health id safi.'t regulations. Rcduetin ano COflIrOl of 

dust emssuns it a modern cement plant requires bum iuvCstiflcnt5 and adequate 

erneui P)-%eOccg but is not a technksl probi':m. Kih dtrst lected furn the ga 

ekanng devicc is higl.dy,  ilka1ine and may curatin trace ckmcntc sucim as heavy metals 

to the contents in tkuurce ;atcrials. Usualb, kdn dist is 

returned to the process either to the kiln system or lo the cement mU. in rare cases, it is not 

osihle to n'cckn ki in dust or hyas, dust rri1kih Tm the press. 1 his rnduai dust. is 

dsposcd ui ensic (or in controlkd landtis) or is tretcd and soid to other iitistries. i.e. as 
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binder for waste stah;Iizatinn or even as fcrt1017.cr. 1 Jeavy met3k delivered by dther 

conventional raw materials or fuels or by alternative raw materials and iaels florn industrial 

urvea wiU K. nuti;ily inorpura1ed in dnker or to a lesser eent in kiln dust. Bypass dust 

extracted tiom iuku kiln system way be highly enriched in alkalis, sulphatcs and chlorides and 

imihrly to fiter dust hi sonte cases cannot be completely recycled to the p;ces. Rn both 

types of dust, eorhiitiorling and saf  ispoyal avoidhig cot.ainmatiori of groundwater or soil is 

a dte• specific requirement .13J. 

(Ia.'eous emissions fi-om the kiln system rekased to the arnosphcre an: the priary 

environmental concern in cemeni manufcturc t(xay. Major gaseous cirnissions are NOx and 

Other ernission of iczss signii\cance are VOCS (volatile organic compounds), CO. 

ammonia, tICI, and heavy metais. CO;  as the main greenhouse gas is cek.'a.scd in considerable 

quantities, NOx lormation is an inevitable coseqw'nce of the high temi)ecature cumbust ion 

process, with a smaller coffirihution resulting from the ehemical composition o rulic Pucls and 

iuteriak. Sulphur entering the kiln systetn via raw materials and fueh is largely cpturcd 

in the kiln products. Hiwcver, sulphur coniaind in raw materials as sutphides (or organl 

suinhar e npounds) i easily vo1ati1izd tit täidy lv k perakires (i.e. 43O-- 600' C and 

may lead to considerahk' SO2  emissions hi the stack. Other subsLance c1uer3ng the kiln 

n '-;lem ffle could give .rtse 10 und .irabk: em;ssons aTe either efI;cively destroyed in (he 

high temperature combustion process or airnost completely incorporated i mu the production. 

Ihus. the rthercn provess '-.oildifloas prevahn in enerrt kitns nso.ti in c ions being 

at insignilicant levels i -  nlosL of these substances such as VOCs, Hi, HF. NI1., or 

heav metals. ieveis or UF;fl&e contpounds in natunti raw materiais m.iy cause 

uted hydrocarbon and CO emissions. Fhe main cntrihution to the tedrtcarbon cmissoflS 

ts ftlor.Y I Slonsot chlormatcd hcroe:-rbons such as dicins and urans trc 

usually well how,  existing limit values. input of other votalik componeut; such as tncrcur. 

is carefully controlled and I ntcd to prevent undesired .snksinns. Il' kiln exhaust g 

teweratures are low enough mercury will to a large CXtCit be yofld.21i5Cd Onto collected dust 

in the litter systeni which is thcn retu*ocd io the process. Cathon dioxide c isshsns arise from 

the cakinations of Lflc: raw materials and Iron; the combustion of ftssfl li;ck. C0 resulting 

from caicinations vn i.e intluenced to a very ext only. inis5ions of C0. csulnntz 

ibm fuel combustion have been progressively reduced due to Ow srorig econonik centive 

fr the cement ini3 v'Ary to minimize fuel encay cnsn.ion. emini i mand kit o the 

ircased uilizatiun of renewable ahenatvc fuci or other waste derived fuels :nd to the 



production of blended cements with mineral additions substituting clinker. licavy maehicierr 

and large fans used in the cement inanuüicture may give rise to emissions of noise and 

vibrations. Odour emissions are seldom a pvuhcm with a well operated plant, but may be 

mamly related to C SS0flS 1mm handling and storgC of conventional or alte.cnative fuels. In 

excepionai cases, nitrogen componads in the raw niaerias nay lead to ammoma Ts5iOfl5 

which cven at low concentrations may give rise to odour. l'roccss water in ccmcnt 

iinUlictir)g wi It usually be completely evaporated or recycled in the process. Filtrate 

water from titter presses used in the semi-wet process is lidrly alkaline and contains 

swpended solids requiring site-specific treatment antt'or dsposd op t:Yns Kiln dust coti:ctcd 

from the gas cleaning devices is higbh alkaline and may coffl.uin trace deuienis such as 

heavy wcias c t'podin o the eunteots in thesouice materials. Usually, kiln dust is 

conipleelv returned to the process, but under certain circumstances, part of it has to b 

ieccted and disposed of. Uvpass dust ::xtracted from the kill system may be hithiy &'rched 

in alkalis. sulphates and chlorides and simiiary to litter dust in some cases cannot he 

compietety recyclei to the r'rotcss. For 1'A,th pes ci dUSL eonduoniug and sale dispoai 

;onimg cr,mamivalion of groundwater or sod s a sitespeethe reuurejnent. (ement 

mmu1ltcturio is a "high volwnc-  process and corcspondJng1y reqlires adeIIae qnantities 

of resources i.e. raw n'1a1eria1s, thermal ftids and electrical pocr. The consumption of no' 

&ruterats used un at:ntgc 1ir ihe roduetio; of eenent. The consam.p6olt is calculated for a 

ediuin.sizcd piant with a clinker production of 3000 tons per day or l million tons per  

var. Cement nia ifc!urimnz is &so an energy intensoc tfloCsS. ) he speciic thermal cnerg'r 

csumpuen of a cement kiln varies between 3.000 and 7,500 Mi per ton of ctinkcr. 

depending (n the }uStC design of tile plauL Major consumers of ckctricni energy in 

the cen:;nt rnanuiitctwins nroces; are the mills (cement mdis. raw mills, coat mills) and the 

large Was (predominantly in the kiln sy';tem and with the cement mills). The sweifc 

dectrical dnery c nsunt.pt.ion ranges lypicatl\ between 90 and 130 kWh per ton of centcr:i. 

Atthogh tht -  is liUk room br tijrthc:; impro.omeel in iptdte cement plants. eflbris 

coitinuc with regard to equipment design and process technology to firiher imorovo the 

werafl cncrev efflekucy. in addition, ect crvador of natural csoarc:-s can he cbievcd 

through increased substitution o1 natural raw materials and fossil fuels by industrial by 

pnxiuet.s and residues ir, the rnanu4cturin -ofles:; ff2 j. 
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2.6 Clinker rnanufeturiug rnocess 

Uistorically, the development of' the clinker manufacturing process was 

characterized by the change from "wet" to "dry" systems with the intermediate steps of the 

"semi-wet" and "scmi-.dry" process routes. '\Vct" kilns allowed ibr an easier handling nid 

homogenization of the raw rnacrials, especially in cases when the r:w materials .ue wet and 

sticky or exhibit large fluctuations in the chemical enmposiiitn of the individual raw mix 

corn polICnts. Wtli more advanced modern technology however, it is possible to prepare a 

homogeneous raw meal using the "dr" process, i.e. vithout addition of  1er to prepare 

slurry. The main advantage of a modern dry process over a traditional wet system is the flu' 

)Cf Filcl consumption and Urns. lower thci c.OS. today, the Selection of the wet process is 

only teasihie under vory spccitk raw matcril and process conditions [141. 

I he four diitercnt has'procese en he hrielIy c araet ied as Uos (i) Ovy 

proccss.Ji) Semi--dry process: (iii) Semi-wet process: (iv) Wet process: The raw slurry is id 

efflitr ditclv to a long rotary kiln equipped with an internal drying or preheating system 

{convcntionai wet process) or to slurry drier prior to a pre--heater kiln (modern wet process). 

For dry and semi dry weal is prer by dryn d gri oim ae and   

the raw material components in tube mills or vertca1 roller mtls,  making m;c o hc hot kiln 

cxhaiut gases or cooler eshaust ar 1r drying. Prior to bcng rcd to the kiln, the raw oeai is 

homogenized and blended either in hatch type or in eontinuoiLslv operattng homogenizing 

silo Systems. 

Iii suspension prc'-hcaler kitns, ihe raw meal is fed to the top of it series of cyckncs 

passing dowii in stepwise counter-current flow wilh hot exhaust guses from the roter kiln 

thus providing jntmate contact and eflicint heat exchange between sohd particles and hot 

gas. i1e cyclones thereby sercc as separators between so1d:, and gas. Prior to entering the 

rothry kitu, the raw meal is heated up to a temperature of approximately 110--S30 eç wbe'e 

the caicination (1c the release oF CO2 fi-om the carbonates) is already zthoui 30 % tornr'lee. 

leave e m 306l r
n hilici  

For raw material drying in the raw milL 4-stage pre.-heatr ki!ns are suaceptible to blockages 

and build-ups caused by excessive input oF elements such as sffui. chiondes or u!kais which 

are easily volatilized in the kiln system. Thi.s input has to be earefuUy controlled. Excessive 

I, 



input may require the installation of a system which allows part of, the rotary kiln gases to 

bypass the pre-heater. Thereby part of the volatile compounds are extracted together with the 

gas. A bypass system extracts a portion (iypically .5-15 %) of the kiln gases from the riser 

pipe between the kiln and pre-heater. This gas has a high dust burden. It is cooled with air, 

volatUe connounds are condensed onto the particulates and the gas then passes through a 

dust filter. Modern suspension pce-heater kilus usually have 4 cyclone siagcs with a 

niaximum capacity hrnitcd In approximately 4000 ton pr day (t/d). in some cases, 2- stage 

cyclone pre-heaters or I -stage pre-heaters supported by internal chain heat exchangers arc 

still in opt-ration. A considerable capacity inrrcsc can he ohiained with prccakincr kthis 

with a second combustion device between the rotary kiln and the pre-heater scction. In the 

precakwcr, up to 60 % of the total iiel of the kiln system can he burnt. At an exit 

temperature of about $80 C, the hot meal is caicined to a degree of around 90 % when 

etncrng the rotary kiln. Kiln sysRms with 5 to 6 stage cyclone pre-heater and prec*iner arc 

considered standard technology fi>r new plants today, as the extra cyclone stages improve 

thermal cfflcicncy. In some Cases, the raw meal is id directly to a long dry kiln without 

external pre-heater. A system of chains ,n the inlet part of the rotary kiln provides the heat 

exchange between the hot combustion gases from th hot f0flC of the kin nmd the kih icd. 

I 'ong dry kilns have high heat consumption and high (lust cycles rcuiring separate de-

dusting --ydlooies as shown in Fg.2 1. 

>- 
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Fig. 2.1 Clinker manufacturing process under dry condition [14] 

Conventional wet process kilns are the oldest type of rotary kilns to produce clinker. 

Wet kiln feed (raw slurry) typically contains 28 to 43 % of water which is added to the raw 

mill (slurry drums, wash mills and/or tube mills). Batch blending and homogenization is 

achieved in special slurry silos or slurry basins where compressed air is introduced and the 

slurry is continuously stirred. The slurry is pumped into the rotary kiln where the water has to 

be evaporated in the drying zone at the kiln inlet. The drying zone is designed with chains 

and crosses to facilitate the heat exchange between the kiln feed and the combustion gases. 

After having passed the drying zone, the raw material moves down the kiln to be calcined and 

burnt to clinker in the sintering zone. Conventional wet kiln technology has high heat 

consumption and produces large volumes of combustion gases and water vapour. Wet rotary 

kilns may reach a total length of up to 240 m compared to short dry kilns of 55 to 65 meter 

length (without the pre-heater section). In modem wet kiln systems, the raw slurry is fed to 

slurry drier where the water is evaporated prior to the dried raw meal entering a cyclone pre-

heater or precalciner kiln. Modern wet kiln systems have a far lower specific heat 

consumption compared to conventional wet kilns as shown in Fig.2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2 Clinker manufacturing process under wet condition [14] 

Clinker produced by burning a mixture of materials, mainly limestone (CaCO3), 

silicon oxides (SiO2), aluminum, and iron oxides, clinker is made by one of two production 

processes: wet or dry; these terms refer to the grinding processes although other 

configurations and mixed forms (semi-wet, semi-dry) exist for both types. In the wet process, 

the crushed and proportioned materials are ground with water, mixed, and fed into the kiln in 

the form of slurry. In the dry process, the raw materials are ground, mixed, and fed into the 

kiln in their dry state. The choice among different processes is dictated by the characteristics 

and availability of raw materials. For example, a wet process may be necessary for raw 

materials with high moisture content (greater than 15%) or for certain chalks and alloys that 

can best be processed as a slurry. However, the dry process is the more modern and energy-

efficient configuration. During the burning or pyroprocessing, the water is first evaporated 

after which the chemical composition is changed, and a partial melt is produced. The solid 

material and the partial melt combine into small marble-sized pellets called clinker. The 

preparation of clinker also depends on clinker burning and clinker cooling. Clinker burning is 
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the prepared raw material ("kiln feed") is fed to the kiln system where it is Subjected to a 

thermal treatment process consisting of the consecutive steps of drying/preheating. 

eakinations (e.g. release of CO2  from limestone), and sintering (or "clinkcrisation" e.g. 

fbrrnation of dinker minerals at temperatures up to 1450 'DC). The burnt product 'clinker' is 

cooled doxvii with air to 100-200 °C and is transported to intermediate sioage. 1 hc kiln 

systems commonly applied are rotary kilns with or without so-called 'suspension preheaters" 

(aiid, in more advanced systems, "prceakiricrs") depc3ldLng Ofl the (11ain process design 

selected, the rotary kiln itself is an inclined steel tube with a length to diameter ratio between 

10 and .10. Clinker coolers also the clinker lorvin.2,  the rotary kiln at a temperature around 

I 200-125(> °C has to he cooled down rapidly to allow further trwspori and handling. 'lh-k 

process also recoverS heat from the clinker back to the kiln by p'cheating the air used for 

coinbusUon in the majn burner and in any secondary tiring. In adthtion, rapid cooling 

prcvcrus undesired chemical reactions in the clinker vhich rniy negativdy affect the uahty 

and the grind ability of the choker 14, 2t1. Three main types 01 clinker cooleis arc used 

nwuel I) otary (tube) coolers (ii) Planetary (sateilite) eookrs, and (iii) Grate coier. 

2,7 Industrial Ecokg.y 

Industrial Ecology (!F.) is a concept for improvmg the efficcncy of indnstriai 

systems by imitating aspects of natural ecosystems. It provides an obcctive means for 

making pt-ogress owwd sustainable development. IF con:ideN i range of sustainabi lity 

issues including enery and resource conservation; environmental, health, aud safety 

improvement; climate change management and land use. As the term is dehned in this sub 

study, the cement industry's exploration of IF began nearly 10 years ago. This histor 

contains carnpks of both successes and 'ailercs based on a variety of drivers and harriers to 

implementation. in parallel with the industry tr) ing to dcEine and implement pra(-,tices, 

governments arid regaatory bodies nave begun to set pelicies that have ether I iliated or 

inhibited the mdusiry from practicing IF. Experience has shown the need to consider a 

arcy of issues, eunstntints, outcomes, and even lhz ability to maintain iF relationships. ftc 

following s;'s i)ro-idcs a baseline assessniena oUthe industry's current practices in relation 

to the proposed definition of IL Ecovnics and core area:; Of husinc;s re the indnstt-ial 

ecology elements currcrniy adoped by cement companies. Prior discussions also indicated 

''ar tr idu ii k rly has Eli kr-tti d to b 'LOt p sycr 'd of 

industrial ecology as it apptics to sustainable development. In realize this i'mtunhy. 



however, cement companies need to take a leadership role and straegicaliy position 

themselves to take advantage of this emerging field. Many activities related to alternative 

iiels and raw matedals exchanges are taking place within the cement industry, liowever, the 

industry has many more opportunities that could be realized. In most countries the 

percentages of substitution of materials and fuels could be doubled or tripled from current 

levels. A number of barriers and constraints will have to be addressed to improve the state of 

the practice. There arc examples ol' the industry working eoflai:ntiveiy with other industrial 

partners, with governments, and with communities lo achieve success. T'ue success stories, 

where financial and strategic benefits were ohtttined, ustwily involve four Considerations. 

including: [161. 

.- Financtal enefits to the cement company nd te gor receiving urgari'ation,n  

(.overnme&ital support through regutatocy, p01 icy and technical guidance, 

> Waste management system issues that create opportunities !r husitess and society 

benefits, 

> The community outreach and communication to build mutual understanding and 

trust. 

Today's iF: practices only rarely ccmsidcr true sust:inabic practices. ('urremly. the 

cenient Industry does not consider the full set of trade-oft's aid net benefits of IF decisions. In 

sht, Utnsidcrtions need to weigh various tade-offs that benefit both the industry and 

society. This Study has identified the Jillowing additiena! considerations when making I F  

decisions: 

r- Long-ten-n efficiency and viabiiity of operations. 

> impact on public image and also impact on the waste management infrastructure. 

' troprietary ii tonnation sharing with partners. 

Ultimately, the obcctivc should be t move toward a sustainable indwriai 

ecosystem. Characteristics Specified in this research for such s',stems include: 

- Uru arinerships with active eoUaboration among multiple industries with 

sustainahility goats. 

Al! participants benefit with considerations for both parbers and socloy at tare. 

' Waste management hierarchy principles apply vith exceptiorts determnmed through 

appi ica! ion of systems analysis to1s. 

' /ero a;te goals. 
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28 Poflution consiieratio 

The cement industry caused four serious pollution incidents in 2004. None of these 

were major incidents. This is an increase on the previous three years when it caused no 

serious incidents. We made no prosecutions between 2000 and 2004 but we did take some 

cntorccnicnt action requiring improvements to he made in this period. We issued four 

enforcement flOtiCS and one caution, mostly associated with emissions to air. hnvironmental 

nuisances including noise, vibration, odour and visual impaets arc generally not extreme 

enough to nnr3ct directly on the environment or human health. They arc, though, important 

in the context of quality of uk. 13oth cement and enncete production generate considerable 

quantities of air•po!luIant emissions. Dust is usui!ly the most visible or these pollutants. 

Another environmentil issue with cement and concrete productiou is water pollution. The 

cnceri:i is the greatest at the concrete producuon phase. Witer use vaies greatly at different 

plants, while the cement and concrete industiis can help reduce some of our solid waste 

problems (burning ha;-ardous waste as cement kiln fuci and using fly arh n concrete 

mixtures, tar example), one cannot overlook the Jitet that concrete is the largest and most 

\n-hJe component of construction and demolition waste 11 71 .  

29 Ira nsprta toi cdcrition 

transport is an important part of the overall manuliteturing process of cement 

indusry, delivering raw materials to sites and distributing final products. It needs to be 

minimized to reduce congestion, fussil fuel use, and emissions to air, noise, 'vibntien and 

accidents. Transport, of raw materials and fuel to the cemeni plant, and cement to customers is 

largely by mad. Most companies arc taking steps either to reduce road transpoil by increasing 

the u.se of niplines and rail, or to increase efficiency. Some cement industry use pipelines to 

deliver slury eed ro eha qurr;es itcy thwo h1' w o bulM ka n k  

raw materials by rail. 'the transport System', which allows road-going tankers and vagons to 

be eaidb'nii. ('or ra' meat transport to storage silos pnL:utnatic and mechanical systems 

arc used. Mechanical convcyors noimaUy have a higher investment cost but a much lower 

operatmg cost than pneumatic con''eying. A combination of ir-stkk or screw or chain 

conveyers wth a heR bucket elevator is nowadays the fl;os cammonh used eonvcymg 

system fLu. 
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2.10 Energy consumption in cement industry 

4.. 

lnergy efficiency is an important concern for cement industry, because of high 

temperature requirements in the cement production process, limestone is calcined between 

6000C and 9000C, and clinker production requires 14500C. Energy consumption is the biggest 

environmental concern with cement and cement gradient production. Cement production is 

one ol the most energy intensive of all industrial manufacturing processes. The industry's 

heavy reliance on coal leads to especially high emission levels of CO2. nitrous oxide, and 

sulphur, among other pollutants. A sizeahie portion of the electricity used is also generated 

from coal. The vast majority of the energy consumed in cement production is used fr 

operating the rotary cement kilus. Newer dry-process kilns are more energy efficient than 
411- older wet-process kilns, because energy is not required for driving oil moisture. In a modern 

dry-process kiln, a pre-hcater is often used to heat the ingTedicnti using waste heai from the 

exhaust gases of the kiln burners. A dry-process kiln so adapted can use up to 505.) less 

energy than a wet-process kiln, according to 1JBC reseazehers. Some other dry-process kilus 

use a separate combustion vessel in which the ealcirLi.ug process begins before the ingredients 

n-love into the rotary kiln- -a technique that can have even higher overall efiieienc'' than a kiin 

with pre-heater. Energy use for concrete pioduction looks considerably better than it does for 

cenrn. i hafs because the other coniponcnt.s o.iconcrete- sand., crushed stone, and water--are 

maCh css ceg itensie. Whuic cement !nat ieturing is extremely energy inlensive, the 

very high temperatures used in a cement kiln have at least one advantage: the polen!jal For 

burning hazardous waste as a fuel. Waste fuels that can he used n cement kilus include used 

motor oil, spent. solvents, prinUng inks, pamt rCS%dnCS cleaning fluids, and scrap tires. these 

im be burned rdativciy safely because the extremely high temperatures result in very 

complete combustion with very low pollution emissions. (Municipal soliel waste incinerators 

operate at considerably lower eniperatures.) )udeed, for some chemicals thermal destruction 

in a cement kiln i the 'ia1t method of disposal. A sirwie cement kdn can burn more than a 

million ires a year, according to th: Portland Cement Association. PolirLd tbr pound, thcse 

tires have hiaher fuel content than coal, and iron from the stee hells ew. he used :u an 

in:.redcnl. in the cem-ent manut'acluring. \Vase ti;cls eonprise a shn-ifiearit (and rn owing) 

pa f the cney mix fbr cement plants 181. 
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2.11 Cemct constituents or other materia's 

Portland cement is produced by intergrinding clinker with a few percent of natural or 

industrial gypsum or anhyd.rite (calcium sulphate) acting as a set regulator. in the addition of 

up to 5 % of "minor constituents" such as raw inca!, limestone or filter dust is allowed. in 

blended (or "composite") cements, part of the cement consists of mineral additions 

originating from natural or industrial sources. These mineral additions may have hydraulic 

(granulated blast furnace slag), pozzolanic (volcanic rocks, coal fly ash, micro silica, calcined 

clay) or filler properties (limestone). The composition of blended cements is spcci.lic.d in the 

national cement standards. The standards usually also includes quality specifications for the 

individual mineral additions used [.12]. 
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CAJ'TER 3 

STI:Ps FOR DESIGNING A CEMENT INDUSTRY 

3.1 Introduction 

Cement industries typically produce Portland cement, although they also produce 

masonry cement (which is also manufactured at Portland cement plants). 'l'hcre are two types 

of Portland cement, Ordinary Portland Cement (0 PC) - mainly clinker and gypsum are used 

and Prosononic Portland Cement (PPC) £litlker, gypsum and also fly ash are used for 

producing cement. Portland cement is iniportani for making concrete and is an extremely 

versatile material, being used in the production of anything from nuclear radiaiion shields to 

playground structures and from bridges to yachts. It is aHe to he used in such a wide variety 

ot'applications because it can be poured into any shape, reinibreed with steel or glass fibres, 

precast, colored, has a variety of finishes and can even set under water. Modern concrete is 

made by mixing aggregate (sand, stones and shingle) with Portland cement and \ ta tcr arid 

iiowing it to set. Of these ingredients, the most important is Portland cement. Cement is a 

tine grey powder which when reaced with water hardens to form a rioid chemical mineral 

structure which gives concrete its high strengths. Cement is in eflëct the glue that hods 

concrete together. Portland cement is u fine, typica! ty gray powder compised of iicaicun 

silicate. iricak:ium silicate. tricalcinrn. aluminate and tctrae&ciuni aluminoferrite with the 

addition of lhrms of calciwn sute. 1)111'ercnt types o Porfland cement are created based on 

the use and chemical and physic-al properties desired. Portland cement plants car; operate 

continuously for long tune periods with !nmnnai shut do n iimc for maintenance. The air 

pollution problems related to the production, handling and Iransporuttion of Portland cement 

are caused by the very line purtcics of the product. 
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3.2 Machinery or equipment in cement industry 

Jetty. 

Hopper. 

Conveyor (belt, bucket etc). 

Silo (For clinker and cement). 

Mill house (Ball Mill and vertical Roller Mill). 

Control Room. 

Workshop (Mechanical, Electrical). 

Power Generation (Substation). 

Weight meter. 

Packing 1-louse, etc. 

3.3 Site selection 

To establish a new cement industry is a major, long-term investment. So site 

selection is a critical decision made by private and public owners that affects a wide range of 

activities ranging from land use planning to sitting of industrial facilities. Determination of 

facility location is critical for the success and failure of such investments. The selection olan 

industrial site involves a complex array of critical factors involving economic, social, 

transportation, technical, and environmental issues etc. Site selection is the process of finding 
p locations that meet desired conditions set by the selection criteria. In such a process, 

manipulation of special data and satisfaction of multiple criteria are essential to the success of 

decision-making. Because of the complexity of the problems a number of tools must be 

deployed to arrive at the proper solution. A proposed approach is presented in which Expert 

systems, Geographic information systems and M ulti-crilenia decision making techniques are 

integrated systematically in solving industrial site selection problems. Site selection of a 

capital project is a critical decision made by owners or invCstors that significantly affects 

their profit and loss. Decisions regarding the locations of industrial facilities influence where 

people work live and determine the litstylc of a community. Therefore For industry site 

location analysis is big business, whether measured in terms of amounts invcstcd dccision 

makers involved,, employees affected or the cconorrncs of the area influenced. I he goal in a 

site seketion exercise is to hod the best location with desired conditions that satisfy 

predeterrnii :ed selection cri.teta. The selection process attempts to optimize it number of 
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objectives in determining the suitability of a particular site for a defincd facility. Such 

optimization often involves a multitude of factors, sometime contradicting. Some of the 

important factors that add to the ditliculty of the proper site selection include the existence of 

flWflCrOUS j)osSiblc sites within a cilticat region, multiple objectives, intangible objectives, 

diversity of interest groups, lack of quantitative measures of the factors' impact, uncertainties 

regarding impact liming and magnitude, uncertainties regarding go\ernment nflucnce on the 

selection process, uncertainties regarding posstble delays of permitting and construction. A 

number of tools were used to determine the proper site for capital improvement facilities. 

These tools include Expert systems, Geographic information systems and Multicri1cria 

decision-making techniques. These tools have played in important role in solving site 

selection problems. 1-towever, each tool has iS own limitations in addressing 11 special data, 

which is necessary for special decision problems such as site selection. Sometimes site 

selection process has become increasingly complex because of environmental !as and 

regulations as vvcli as the greater public awareness and ir;voke.ment in the -ioning and 

enviftnhcntal issecs. Site selection is one of the most iriporta;t parts to design plant layout 

for a new cement industry because every position of the industry layout design is related to 

site selection which is including initial assumption olindustry, transportation, climate fiatuee, 

economic and cultural feature, season, energy consumption, emission, area projection, using 

industrial raw material, finished product supply, taxes, cnironmen1al issues and cost 

ency etc. 

3.4 Stes of cernwit production 

ftc stages of cement produetion at a Portland cement plant nc illustrate as here 

under 

Raw material preparation. 

Fuel preparation. 

Quanying. 

Cement grinding. 

Finish Milling. 

Packing and loading house. 

Cement dispatch. 

1. 
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Raw material preparation 

Raw materials preparation involves primary and secondary crushing of the quarried 

material, drying the material (for use in the dry process) or undertaking a further raw grinding 

through either wet or dry processes, and blending the materials. Most of the raw materials 

used are extracted from the earth through mining and quarrying and can he divided into the 

following groups: lime (calcarcous), silica (siliceous), alumina (argillaceous), and iron 

(ferriferous), fly ash, slack etc. Since a form of calcium carbonate, usually limestone, is the 

predominant raw material, most plants are situated near a limestone quarry or receive this 

material from a source via inexpensive transportation. The plant must minimize the 

transportation cost since one third of the limestone is converted to CO? during the 

40 pyroprocessing and is subsequently lost. Quarry operations consist of (frilling, blasting, 

excavating, handling, loading, hauling, crushing, screening, stockpiling, and storing. 

I irnestonc prcscnts the major raw material input to cement production. [ugh quality 

Limestone is accessible almost all over the country. For the. 1)r0dUCi.iofl of Ol>C% clay and 

(Iypsurn servc as additives while the production of PPC requires additives that can he taken 

from industrial wastage such as Ily ash and blast furnace slag respectively. Fly ash can be 

recovced as a waste product from electricity generation while slag residues from blast 

furnace of steel plants. After intermediate storage and pre-homogenisalion, the mv; 

are dried and ground together in defined and well-controlled proportionS in a raw mill to 

P produce a raw meat for the dry (and semi-dry) process. in the wet (and semi-wet) the 

are slwTied and ground with addition of sufficient water to produce raw slurry. 

The resulting intermediate product i.e. raw meal or raw slurry (or their derivatives) is stored 

and 11!rthcr homogenscd in raw meal silos, storage bins or slurry basins lo achieve and 

maintain the uni ft'rm chemical compocition bcfr:re entering the kiln system. As a 

rule of thumb, approxmateiy 1.5 - l .6 ions of (dry) raw -materials are required to produce 

one ton of the burnt product clinker ['reparation of the raw material is of great importance to 

the subsequent kiln system both in getting the chemistry of the raw fred -correct and also in 

ensurin that it is sotiicientfy fine. Thrcihre the,  foUowing paragraphs cover the 

proportioning of' the raw materials and methods ol' separating the ground product from the 

ovcrsiie partcics as well as the grinding mcthods used 1201. 
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Fuel preparation 

The physical nature of the fuels used in a cement plant solid, liquid or gaseous 

determines the design of the storage, preparation and firing systems both for conventional 

fossil fuels and for alternative fuels from industrial sources. The main fuel input has to be 

delivered in a form that allows uniform and reliable metering as well as easy and complete 

combustion. This is usually the case with all pulverized, liquid and gaseous fuels. A limited 

input may also be delivered by the addition of coarse materials at specific feed points. Fuels 

preparation is crushing, drying, grinding, and homogenizing usually takes place on site. 

Specific installations are required such as coal mills, silos and storage halls for solid fuels, 

tanks for liquid fuels, and the corresponding transport and feeding systems to the kilns. The 

10 thermal fuel consumption is largely dependent on the basic process design applied in the 

burning of clinker. Coal and petcoke are ground to fineness similar to raw meal in coal mills 

(tube mills, vertical roller mills or impact mills). For safety reasons, the whole coal 

preparation system is designed for protection from fire or explosion. The pulverized fuel may 

be fed directly to the burner (without intermediate storage and metering system) or which is 

common practice today may be stored in fine coal silos with adequate metering and feeding 

systems. Fuel oil is stored in large tanks on site. 1-landling is facilitated by heating up the oil 

to a temperature of about 800  C. Metering and combustion are facilitated by additional 

heating of the oil up to a temperature of 120-140° C, resulting in a reduction of the viscosity. 

P Natural gas is delivered by national or international distribution systems without onsite 

storage. Prior to combustion in the kiln, the pressure of the gas has to be reduced to the 

plant's network pressure in gas transfer stations where also the fuel metering takes place. 

Alternative fuels originating from industrial sources may require specific treatment. Gaseous, 

liquid and pulverized or fine crushed solid fuels can be fed to the kiln system similarly to the 

fossil fuels mentioned above. Coarsely shredded or even bulky materials can be fed to the 

preheater section or, rarely, to the midkiln section only. For process reasons, the contribution 

of bulky fuels to the total heat consumption should be limited to about 15 to 30% depending 

on the kiln system. Alternative fuels are frequently prepared and blended outside the cement 

plant by specialied companies in lacilities specifically designed for this purpose. The cement 

plant has to provide the storage and feeding systems only on site. Alternative fuel plants are 

often designed as Thiulti-purpose plants" in order to handle a variety of different wastage [14, 

21]. 
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Quarrying 

Natural ("primary") raw materials such as limestone or chalk, marl, and clay oshale 

are extracted from quarries which, in most cases, are located close to the cement plant. 

Corrective materials such as bauxite, iron ore or sand may be required to adapt the chemical 

composition of the raw mix to the requirements of the process and product specifications. 

The quantities of these corrective materials are usually low compared to the huge mass flow 

of the main raw materials. To a limited extent, "secondary" (or "alternative") raw materials 

originating from industrial sources are used to substitute for natural raw materials and 

correctives. In the same way as traditional raw materials, they may be fed to the quarry 

crusher or more commonly directly to the cement plant's raw material preparation system 

112]. 

Cement grinding 

Portland cement is produced by intergrading cement clinker with a few percent of 

Natural or industrial gypsum (or anhydrite) in a cement mill. Blended cements (or 

"composite" cements) contain other constituents in addition such as granulated blast-furnace 

slag, natural or industrial pozzolana (for example, volcanic tuffs or fly ash from thermal 

power plants), or inert fillers such as limestone. Mineral additions in blended cements may 

either be underground with clinker or ground separately or mixed with Portland cement. 

Grinding plants may be located remotely from the clinker production facility. The different 

cement types have to be stored separately in cement silos prior to bagging and dispatch [21]. 

The selection of the grinding system should be specific to particular situations, to 

achieve optimum system performance. The factors that influence the grinding system 

performance are: i) Material characteristics ii) Moisture in feed materials iii) Energy costs 

iv) Maintenance v) Investment 

Grinding is a highly energy intensive process in the cement industry. Approximately 60 - 70 

% of the total electrical energy used in a cement plant is utilized for the grinding of raw 

materials, coal and clinker. Various technological improvements from the conventional ball 

mills in this area include: [21, 22]. i) 1-ugh efficiency separators (lIES) ii) Improved ball mill 

internals iii) Vertical roller mills (VRM) iv) High pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) v) 

Horizontal or Ring Roller Mill 
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Finish milling 

During the final stage of Portland cement production known as finish milling, the 

clinker is ground with other materials (which impart special characteristics to the finished 

product) into a fine powder. Up to 5% gypsum and natural anhydrite is added to regulate the 

setting time of the cement. Other chemicals, such as those which regulate flow ability or air 

entrainment, may also be added. Cooled clinker is ground in tube or roller mills and blended 

by simultaneous grinding and mixing with additives (e.g., gypsum, anhydrite, pozzolana, fly-

ash or blast furnace slugs) to produce the cement. Drying of the additives may be needed at 

this stage. Many plants use a roll crusher to achieve a preliminary size reduction of the 

clinker and gypsum. These materials are then sent through ball or tube mills (rotating, 

horizontal steel cylinders containing steel alloy balls) which perform the remaining grinding. 

The grinding process occurs in a closed system with an air separator that divides the cement 

particles according to size. Material that has not been completely ground is sent through the 

system again. 

Packaging and loading 

Once the production of Portland cement is complete, the finished product is 

transferred using bucket elevators and conveyors to large, storage silos in the shipping 

department. Most of the Portland cement is transported in bulk by railway, truck, or barge, or 

in 50 kg (In Bangladesh most of the industry) multiwall paper bags. There would be 

substantial difference old plant and new plant. Bags are used primarily to package masonry 

cement. Once the cement leaves the plant, distribution terminals are sometimes used as an 

intermediary holding location prior to customer distribution. The same types of conveyor 

systems used at the plant are used to load cement at distribution terminals. 

Cement dispatch 

Cement may be shipped as bulk cement or usually to a lesser extent packed into bags 

and palletized for dispatch. 1'ransport methods used (i.e. road, railway, waterways) depend on 

local conditions and requirements. 
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3.5 Cement production process 

There are two type of cement production in Bangladesh, ball mill house and vertical 

roller mills. For several decades the cement industry has successfully utilized Vertical Roller 

Mills (VRM) and ball mill house for grinding of raw materials and solid fuels. Most recently, 

this technology has been employed for the combination of Portland cement, blended cements 

and slag cements. 

Ball Mill House 

Ball mills have been conventionally an integral part of most cement plants for 

grinding raw materials, coal and clinker as shown in fig.3.1. The major technological 

advancements in conventional ball mills have been the improvement in phase, liners and 

grinding media. In this case use small diameter iron ball which is use grinding the clinker. 

The raw material pass into the mill house then mixing of raw material and ball are rotate, and 

fine Portland cement are produce from the ball mill house. The application and classifying 

liners and high volume grinding media have contributed to an increased rate of production 

and reduced specific power consumption in the grinding operation and wear rates. 

Traditionally, the closed circuit ball mill with high efficiency separator has been the most 

common system for cement grinding. 

Fig 3.1 Ball Mill House /1 qr 
pJt% 0 
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Vertical Roller Mill (VRIVI) 

The vertical roller mill (VRM) is now successfully being used for many clinker 

grinding applications and is rapidly becoming the standard for new grinding installations. 

This is shown in lig.3.2. The first such vertical roller mill installation in the United States was 

part of a total plant expansion and began operation in August of 2002. The differences 

between raw and cement grinding have been well documented in numerous publications and 

presentations over the recent past. Specifically, as compared to limestone, clinker and cement 

raw materials are finer and harder to grind. This, coupled with the finer and more stringent 

product particle size distribution requirements, entails design considerations to allow for 

continuous and stable operation of the grinding system. The dual-lobed design is optimal for 

clinker grinding because it supplies two distinct grinding zones, a low pressure zone and a 

high pressure zone, at each roller. The low pressure area under the inner lobe de-aerates and 

consolidates the material to be ground. This ensures a compact well established grinding bed 

for maximum stability. The proper grinding then takes place in the high pressure zone under 

the outer lobe. The groove in the middle of the roller facilitates dc-aeration of the material 

without Iluidizing it. 

IF 
p • 1 1  
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Fig 3.2 Vertical Roller Mill 
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Quality control measure of VRM 

In a cement vertical roller mill grinding is performed in closed circuit and with an 

integral high efficiency separator. Experience has shown that the overall product particle size 

distribution is consistent with that obtained from a ball mill grinding plant with a modern 

high efficiency separator. l)uring the initial VRM optimization period the mill is fine-tuned to 

match its product to the existing ball mills. This is achieved by making adjustments to 

operational parameters such as: 

Separator rotor speed 

Air flow rate 

Grinding pressure 

• Darn ring height 

Because the VRM has significantly higher grinding efficiency than a ball mill there 

is much less heat input from the grinding process. This is evident in the almost 50% less 

installed power, but is further taken into account with a smaller percentage of the energy 

being absorbed by the material. Compared to ball mills where 75% of installed power may be 

absorbed a good VRM will take only 50% of the installed motor power as heat. The end 

result is that the product will not be heated up as much as in a ball mill. This means that a 

lower degree of gypsum dehydration could occur. 

A lesser degree of gypsum dehydration is not problematic considering two 

conditions; the inability to adequately control temperatures in ball mills creates an 

environment where operation is at the extreme of the gypsum dehydration. Additionally, less 

dehydration is not an issue if the gypsum is sufficiently reactive to control the setting 

reactions with a lower degree of dehydration as is normally the case. If in special cases this is 

not the case different options are available to cope with the problem: 

> Addition of more gypsum (within the S03 limit) 

Increased dehydration of gypsum by adding more heat to the mill system 

> Addition of a more reactive form of gypsum 

Pre-hydration is not typically problematic in a VRM as it is in ball mill systems 

where higher temperatures and internal water-cooling systems are common. l-lowever, if 

cement is produced at a relatively high temperature and still has a lot of gypsum that is not 

dehydrated one must be aware of the potential problem of gypsum dehydration coupled with 
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clinker pre-hydration that can take place during storage in the cement silos. If a problem of 

this kind is present it can be coped with it by one (or more) of the following options: 

Ensuring that the cement is cooled to a lower temperature before going into the silo 

> Provoking a higher gypsum dehydration level in the mill 

> Replacing part of the gypsum with natural anhydrite 

3.6 Process analysis of two mill house 

To compare the similarities or differences between cement mill products of the same 

composition but produced in a vertical roller mill or ball mills, samples from each of the 

plant's mill types were taken and tested. All samples were obtained while the mills were 

ft producing the same product. 

Mill offers a significant amount of power savings compared to conventional ball mill 

systems. 

Space saving design reduces civil costs which is most important for plant layout. 

> Simple layout and operation with fewer machines in the circuit ensures a high run. 

> Excellent drying capability well-suits the mill for grinding blast furnace slag and 

creating blended cement. 

> Low vibrations are made possible by specially designed roller profile, ensuring 

operating reliability. 

> The manufacturing Portland cement of vertical roller mills is so reliable for consumer. 

The initial installation cost is higher than ball mill machine. 

The adjustable Blaine and particle size distribution for required cement quality. 

> Machining dust is negligible in vertical roller mill (VRM) so environment pollution 

is reduces. 
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3.7 Wastage analysis 

Wastage is the one of the most important of a cement industry. The overflow from 

slurry concentrating equipment constitutes the main water pollution problem. For new plants 

that process slurry, closed-cycle water systems are used to return the overflow water to the 

process. Another source of waste is the stripped overburden. The combustion processes of 

cement kilns and rotary kilns have been used to dispose of hazardous waste material. For the 

cement kiln, waste material is burned with a primary fuel. For a wet process kiln, the raw 

materials are introduced into the top of the kiln and exit at the bottom as cement clinker. The 

burner is located at the lower end of the kiln where the fuel and waste are ignited. The hot 

gases move up the kiln and heat the raw materials, exit the kiln, and are then cleaned in a bag 
a. 

house prior to exiting through a stack. When waste is fired, any ash generated becomes a part 

of the cement product. While the cement and concrete industries can help reduce some of our 

solid waste problems (burning hazardous waste as cement kiln fuel and using fly ash in 

concrete mixtures, for example), one cannot overlook the fact that concrete is the largest and 

most visible component of construction and demolition wastage. In cement industry, there is 

a good potential for recovery of waste heat. It is possible to generate steam from this waste 

heat, which could be used in some other process like desalination of sea water for cement 

plant in coastal areas. Drying of materials such as slag, pozzolana, etc. is another possible 

application, which is already in practice in many cement plants. Normally, hot excess air 

from clinker cooler is used for this purpose. It is possible to generate electrical power from 

the waste heat. Normally, steam produced in waste heat boiler incorporated to recover heat 

from pre-heater gases cooler exhaust gases is used in a steam turbine to generate electrical 

energy. Actually Portland cement factory there is no manufacturing waste in this all the 

material is reused into their machining process [18, 27]. 
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3.8 Cost analysis 

,1. 

Cost analysis is the main and one of the most important factors to plant layout 

design for any type of mass production cement industry because all of the owners or 

investors target their goals maximum profit according to their investment also consideration 

quantity and qualitative product. For years, the mass production industries have fbcused on 

some primary concerns in the creation of their buildings, instruments, labor, final production, 

area projection etc. The first, of most importance to architects, is the design of a building 

which is needed for the production or it's that the enjoyable to view and occupy. The client 

expects an architect to be able to design a building that satisfies their aesthetic and functional 

goals. Next concern, how much will be the total installation cost which satisfies the planning 

for the future demand. And next concern receiving more attention from plant owners is to 

investigate the economics of facility management which is the cost of production operations 

over the life of a building. The combination of economic theory and technological view 

allows for a more sophisticated approach to the design of a industry and facility than ever 

before. Instead of merely looking at the facility in terms of cost to design a plant and their 

perspective to include operations, maintenance, repair, replacement, and disposal costs. 

Sometimes some alternative industries by the same cost categories, over the same study 

period, using the same discount rate, replacement costs, and demolition costs are evaluated. 

The objective of modern cement factory is to produce high quality products with low cost. 

Through out, utilization and cycle time continue to be emphasized as key performance 

parameters for the planning of new assembly systems and they do have an effect on the cost 

efficiency of the system. Selection of the most appropriate design of industry can offer 

enormous benefits in terms of product quality, cost reduction and manufacturing productivity. 

However, selecting the right system for a product depends on a large number of factors and is 

not a simple problem. Sometimes some industries give main important to get high profit 

which destroys the life cycle of industry which is must be considered. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the plant layout design has been developed at the various 

sections. Plant layout refers to the arrangement of physical facilities such as machinery, 

buildings, equipments, work places and other facilities of production in order to process the 

product in the most efficient manner. It is important for any type of cement industry where 

mass production system is utilized. Proper layout design of cement industry has met new 

market demands where existing plant has been modified and created new plant. Researcher 

continuously tries to improve the engineering design which is developed together with 

process planning and it includes the synthesis, analysis and assessment of the product against 

specifications. The layout performance has been found to tend to deteriorate significantly 

with fluctuation in design parameters such as product volumes, mix, routings or product life-

cycles. Plant layout is applicable for cement industry or plant. This plant requires special 

arrangements which, when incorporated makes the layout look distinct from the types already 

discussed above. The installation of cement industry depends upon on the various 

machineries and equipments such as jetty, conveyor belt, clinker silo, cement silo, machining 

house, control room, workshop, and package house and cement dispatch etc which is related 

to the plant layout. The best site selection and reliable transportation system is considerable 

part of an optimum plant layout design of mass production system. Industrial safety is a 

considerable part for the cement industry, where an optimum plan must be maintained. A 

plant layout is applied besides the grouping of machinery, to an arrangement for other 

facilities as well. Such facilities include receiving and dispatching points, inspection 

facilities, employee facilities, storage etc. So all the plant layouts of cement industry propose 

their better design where the production rate is maximum to minimize the initial investment, 

manufacturing and operational cost. 
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4.2 Concept of cement industry layout 

Plant layout is the most important for any cement industry because of their proper 

utilization of various machinery and equipments such as jetty, hopper, conveyor belt, silo, 

control room, workshop, and packing house etc. This imposes the requirement for the 

manufacturing facility to be designed for optimal economy, which infers the need for careful 

planning of cement industry. Sometimes plant layout of the cement industry faces some 

problems which are most important for manufacturing costs, dependent on whether the 

facility is planned on a product or process basis or the other types. If the cement industry 

layout is proper then huge amount of savings and the industry faces some loss in case of 

improper layout. Plant layout of cement industry is a long-term, costly proposition, and any 

modifications or rearrangement of an existing plant represents a large expense both in terms 

of relocation and lost processing time and can often not be accomplished easily. Cost 

reduction is provided better process control, elimination of waste and plant consolidations. A 

plant design should accomplish this goal in terms of material handling, personnel, and 

equipment utilization, reduced inventories, and increased quality. Today, existing layout 

configurations will not meet the expectations and needs of the multi-product organizations of 

cement industry. It is a necessary that there is a need for a new generation of factory layouts 

that are more flexible, modular and more easily reconfigurable. Flexibility, modularity and re 

configurability could save factories the need to redesign their layouts each time their 

production requirements change. Re layout of cement industry can be highly expensive and 

disruptive, especially when the entire factory has to be shut down and production stopped. 

Market analysis and customer survey is the important factor layout design of cement industry. 

At the installation of cement industry its must be consider the market analysis and customer 

survey which is also depends the existing layout design. 
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4.3 Existing plant layout of cement industries 

4.3.1 Meghna Cement Mill Ltd. 

This is the large production rate cement industry of Bangladesh. It is one type of ball 

mill cement industry. The plant layout of this industry includes various machineries and 

equipments such as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, some factory roads, 

mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, inspection facilities, employee facilities, 

various raw materials storage positions etc but there is no bag plant here. In this cement 

industry there is no finished product storage house. There are three mill houses; every mill 

house has two units and two package houses in the industry. The main product of this 

industry is Portland cement. Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing Portland 

cement. Also some additives such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc are used. 

Almost (6575) % clinkers and rest (2535) % additives are used in this industry for 

manufacturing Portland cement. This cement industry is situated near the river and it is 

connected to highway road. So the site selection is proper and transportation system is also 

reliable. The production rate of this cement industry is (3800-4200) tons/day and the 

production time is continuous, i,e., (20-22) hours per day. The power consumption is 9 MW 

(connecting load) and the operating load is (6.5-7.5) MW. The used area is 9.83 acres. The 

brand of this industry is King Brand Cement. It is almost standard type of cement industry. 

This cement industry is an example of the proper application of optimum plant layout design 

of mass production system. Fig.4. I shows the existing plant layout of Meghna Cement Mill 

Ltd. 
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Fig.4.1 Meghna Cement Mill Ltd. 

Some limitations of this cement industry 

> There exists more number of silos than the requirements for production in 

satisfactory rate. 

Material handling conveyor is comparatively large and far distance between two 

sections. So energy losses are comparatively high. 

> There is no finished product storage system. 

There is no bag plant. 

> Energy consumption is comparatively high. 
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4.3.2 Mongla Cement Factory 

It is one type of ball mill cement industry. The plant layout of this industry includes 

various machineries and equipments such as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, 

some factory road, mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, inspection facilities, 

employee facilities, various raw material and final product storage etc but there is no bag 

plant here. In this cement industry there is a finished product storage house which is used 

when market demand is comparatively low and to avoid any type of risk such as sometimes 

the unloading of packaging is not maintained in sequence. The main product of this industry 

is Portland cement. Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing Portland cement. Also 

some additives such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc are used. Almost (65-75) % 

clinkers and rest (25-35) % additives are used in this industry for manufacturing Portland 

cement. There are some unusable machineries and equipments which block the usable area 

and increase space requisition comparatively. This cement industry is situated near the river 

and it is connected to highway road. So the site selection is proper and transportation system 

is also reliable. The production rate of this cement industry is (20002300) tons/day and the 

production time is continuous, i,e (1820) hours per day. The power consumption is 6.3 MW 

(connecting load) and the average operating load is 4.5 MW. The used area is 9.55 acres. The 

brand of this cement is Elephant Brand Cement and owner of this industry is Bangladesh 

Shena Kolyan Shongstha. This cement industry is a proper application of the optimum plant 

layout design of mass production system. This cement industry is the example of the proper 

application of optimum plant layout design of mass production system. Fig.4.2 shows the 

existing plant layout of Mongla Cement factory. 
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Fig 4.2 Mongla Cement Factory 

Some limitations of this cement industry 

Space utilization is not proper. 

> Distance between clinker silos and machining section is long So material handling is 

not continuously smooth resulting bad affects on production system. 

> The distance between highway road and industry area is too long. 

Production rate is comparatively low. 

> The operation is not smooth 



4.3.3 Five Rings Cement 

This is the small production rate cement industry. It is the one type of ball mill 

cement industry. The plant layout of this industry includes various machineries and 

equipments such as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, some factory roads, 

mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, various raw material storage systems 

etc. There is no finished product storage system. There are some unusable machineries and 

equipments which block the usable area and increase space requisition comparatively. This 

cement industry is situated near the river and it is connected to highway road. So the site 

selection is proper and transportation system also reliable. The main product of this industry 

is Portland cement. Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing of Portland cement. 

Also use some additives such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc. Almost (6575) % 

clinkers and rest (2535) % additives are used in this industry for manufacturing Portland 

cement. The production rate of this cement industry is (1300-1500) tons/day and the 

production time is continuous, i,e., (1820) hours per day. Sometimes production rate may he 

changed which also depends on their market demand, supply and customer opinion. The 

power consumption varies as (3.0-3.2) MW. The used area is 7.0 acres. For designing 

optimum plant layout of the cement industry some information is essential from this industry. 

Fig.4.3 shows the existing plant layout of Five Rings Cement. 
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Some limitations of this cement industry 

Raw material storage systems are not properly is their machining operation. 

There is no finished product storage system. 

> The factory roads are not connected in the all positions of the industry. 

Low production rate. 

> Belt conveyor and bucket elevator both are used for clinkers conveyance between 

jetty to clinker silos which is the slow machining process. 

The uses of area planning are very poor in the industry. 
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4.3.4 CEMEX Cement Ltd. 

It is one type of ball mill cement industry. This is medium type of Portland cement 

production industry. The plant layout of this industry includes various machineries and 

equipments such as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, some factory roads, 

mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, inspection facilities, employee facilities, 

various raw material and final product storage etc but there is no bag plant here. In this 

cement industry there is no finished product storage house. There are no clinker silos in the 

industry. The dome shade is used here for clinkers and other raw materials storage and one 

cement silo is used for fine cement storage. The main product of this industry is Portland 

cement. Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing Portland cement. Also some 

additives such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc are used. Almost (65-75) % 

clinkers and rest (25-35) % additives are used in this industry. This cement industry is 

situated near the river and it is connected to main road. So site selection and transportation 

system of this industry is also reliable. The production rate of this cement industry is 

(1 8OO24OO) tons/day and the production time is continuous i,e (20-22) hours per day. The 

production rate of this industry is changed with the respect to their market demand, supply 

and quality of the cement. The power consumption varies as (3.5-4.00) MW. The used area 

is 10.0 acres. For designing optimum plant layout of the cement industry also some 

information is needed from this industry. Fig.4.4 shows the existing plant layout of CEMEX 

Cement industry Ltd. 



t-p 

Fig 4.4: CEMEX Cement Ltd. 

Some limitations of this industry 

In this cement industry a dome shade is used for raw material storage; there is no 

clinker silo used which affect continuous production. 

> There is no truck parking place. 

> Comparatively long distance between final product supplies to main road. 

> Factory roads are not connected to all the positions in the industry. 

> The site selection is not proper. 

The production rate is not reliable with respect to their area requisition. 
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4.3.5 Akij Cement Mill Ltd. 

This is the Vertical Roller Mill (VRM) technology cement industry in Bangladesh. 

The small size ball mill plant is also used in the cement industry which is used only in 

emergency purpose and when market demand is so high. This is the medium type Portland 

cement production plant. The plant layout of this industry includes various machineries and 

equipments such as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, some factory roads, 

mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, bag plant, inspection facilities, employee 

facilities, various raw material storage systems etc. The main product of this industry is 

Portland cement. There are two type of Portland cement - Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) 

and Prosononic Portland Cement (PPC). In this cement industry their are individual silos for 

PPC and OPC storage. Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing Portland cement. 

Also use some additives such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc. Almost (65-80) % 

clinkers and rest (20-35) % additives are used in this industry for manufacturing Portland 

cement. This cement industry is situated near the river and it is connected to main road. So 

site selection and transportation system of this industry is also reliable. The production rate of 

this cement industry is (2800-3200) tons/day and the production time is continuous, i,e 

(20-22) hours per day. The production rate is changed with respect to their market demand, 

supply and quality of the cement. The power consumption varies as (7.0-7.2) MW. The used 

area is 11.0 acres. This cement industry is the example of the proper application of optimum 

plant layout design of mass production system. Fig.4.5 shows the existing plant layout of 

Akij Cement Mill Ltd. 
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River 

Fig 4.5 Akij Cement Mill Ltd. 

Some limitations of this cement industry 

- Unnecessary machinery, equipments and silos are placed in the cement industry. 

> Unplanned factory road. 

> Space utilization is not proper. 

Two type of mill house(VRM and Ball Mill) which flactuates final production rate 

and power consumption become high. 

The placement of the office area and residential house is not reliable. 

> The production rate is comparatively low with respect to space utilization. 
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4.4 Proposed layout of cement industry 

25. 

All dimensions are in meter and the calculation shown in APPENDIX- I 

1.Jetty 2.Clinker silo 3. Others material storage 4.Fly ash unloading point 5.Fly ash silo 6.VRM 

7.Saggration point 8.Cement silo 9.Pack house-I 1O.Pack house-2 11.Finished product storage 

12.13ag plant 13.Substation 14.Office 15.Work shop 16.Hydrent pump 17.Weight meter 18.Gaurd room 19.Main 

gate 20.Belt conveyor 21.Bypass road 22.Control room 23.Factory road 24.River 25.High way road 26.Truck 

parking 

Fig 4.6 Proposed layout of cement industry 
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4.5 Layout analysis of proposed cement industry 

For designing plant layout of cement industry, the production rate is assumed 3000 

tons/day and continuous for (2022) hours per day. The production rate may be changed with 

respect to market demand, smooth supply and quality of the cement. The plant layout design 

of proposed cement industry should be optimum. In this cement industry Vertical Roller Mill 

(VRM) technology is used. This is the standard type Portland cement production plant. The 

plant layout of this industry includes various machineries and equipments. Some important 

parts of industry are as cement grinding mill house, conveyor belt joint, some factory roads, 

mechanical and electrical workshop, package house, bag plant, inspection facilities, employee 

facilities, various raw material storage systems, finished product storage systems and truck 

parking etc. The bag plant and truck parking facility is considered here which is rare for 

cement industry. Every dimension of every machinery and equipments is considered. In this 

cement industry the distance required for industrial safety between every machinery and 

equipment is also considered. The main product of this industry is Portland cement. There are 

two types of Portland cement - Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and Prosononic Portland 

Cement (PPC). Clinkers are the main materials for manufacturing Portland cement and some 

additives are used such as gypsum, slack, limestone and fly ash etc. Almost (7080) % 

clinkers and rest (2030) % additives are used in this industry for manufacturing Portland 

cement. To establish a new cement industry is a major, long-term investment. So site 

selection is a critical and important decision made by private and public owners that affects a 

wide range of activities ranging from land use planning to sitting of industrial facilities. This 

cement industry is considered near the river and it is connected to highway road. The 

optimum layout is more important for any type of cement industry of mass production 

system. The main target of optimum plant layout is cost minimization of their production 

system, increase production rate, quality maintain and properly manpower uses of manpower 

where various environmental issues is considered which also depends on their manufacturing 

system. The power consumption of this industry is 6.40 MW and power consumption per ton 

is 2.13 kW. The area is 9.02 acres. The power consumption and space utilization is 

comparatively very low according to the production rate. Environmental issues are 

considered also. So it is an optimum plant layout design of a cement industry where the 

proper placement of all the machineries, equipments, various houses is maintained and the 

maintenance cost is minimized. 
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Comparison of various cement industries with proposed industry 

Meghna Mongla Five Rings CEMEX Akij Proposed 

Cement Cement Cement Cement Cement Cement 

Mill Ltd. Factory (Exclude Ltd. Mill Ltd. Industry 

(Exclude (Exclude bag plant) (Exclude (Include (Include 

bag plant) bag plant) bag plant) bag plant) bag 

plant) 

Production rate 3800--4200 2000-2300 13001500 1800-2400 2800-3200 3000 

(tons/day) 

Power 6.57.5 4.4-4.6 3.03.2 3.54.0 7.0-7.2 6.40 

consumption(MW) 

Power 1.75 2.09 2.21 1.78 2.36 2.13 

consumption per 

ton(KW/tons) 

Area(acres) 9.83 9.55 7.0 10.0 11.0 9.02 

Environmental Good Average Average Average Average Excellent 

issues 

rgsr e  

UET 
Sangladesh 
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4.6 Results 

The optimum plant layout of cement industry proposes better consideration of site 

selection, raw material storage system, machining process, physical setup of machinery, 

office, package house, bag plant, factory road and transportation etc. The space is properly 

utilized. The proposed industry area utilization is 9.02 acres. Site selection consideration of 

cement industry is that its position must be nearest the river and connected the high way road. 

The proposed industry is near by the river and connected with high way road. By using river, 

the transportation of raw material and finished product is so easy. Raw material storage is the 

important factor of cement industry. Storage capacity is needed at least (1020) times more 

capacity than the per day production rate to avoid risk. The raw material (clinkers) must be 

- situated at the air free area, so that air cannot react with clinkers and maintain proper 

composition of properties. So the various types of silo are used fbr clinker storage. The 

proposed cement industry uses 3 clinker silos, 2 cement silos, I fly ash silo which is optimum 

for smooth production. In this case also used others material storage house for continuous 

production. There are two types of cement grinding machine in Bangladesh- Vertical Roller 

Mill (VRM) and Ball Mill. Both mills produce the same product but their production rate, 

initial investment, cost and energy saving rate is different. The proposed layout of cement 

industry uses, Vertical Roller Mill (VRM) technology by considering Bangladesh power 

situation. The proposed design of industry the power consumption is 6.40 MW and per tons 

power consumptions is 2.13 (kW/tons) which is comparatively low according to the 

production rate and bag plant. Control room is an important part of machining section and its 

position should be near the machine house. There are many types of conveyor (belt, bucket 

etc) used in cement industry. The use of belt conveyor is better than bucket elevators. Office 

room is important for cement industry and it should be positioned at side of the factory. The 

proposed cement industry has a packaging section. The position of packaging section is 

connected to both factory road into the main road and river. Therefore, the transportation of 

the finished product transportation is easy and maximum. Factory road is an important part of 

cement industry. The road should be such that every position of the industry is connected to 

the road and this road is also connected to main road. By considering concept of this idea, the 

plant layout design of this cement industry is optimum and cost is minimum. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Conclusions are drawn on the results of theoretical and survey analysis. The present 

study includes the collection of data, documents and the physical survey of the cement 

factory which will be carried out for all the machineries, the input raw material processed, 

their storage position, the working procedure of machine, the position and distance of one 

machineries to machineries in the industry. The main features of the present work is 

concerned with the survey and data collection from various cement industries. Some 

theoretical analysis in generalized form applicable to all situations are discussed. 

In cement industry some external views are considered such as height restriction, 

proper manpower scheduling, optimization of material flow, their loading and unloading 

system etc. The information of environmental issues including waste and dust management 

may also be considered. Further investigations may be carried out for various cement 

industries especially regarding layout design. The layout design of cement industry may be 

compared and analyzed. Finally an optimum plant layout for the production system has been 

developed and recommended for the cement industries in general. 

The plant layout may also be modified to improve the production rate and machining 

efficiency. That will also maintain proper management and scheduling. Also waste disposal 

can be performed at the right place .It will help to utilize skilled manpower, reducing 

unnecessary workers. The operating cost will be reduced and the initial investment will be 

minimized. The existing production system of different cement factories have been studied 

and analyzed for the improvement of the system. The plant layout is designed and compared 

to other cement industries. The placement of machineries and equipments in a right place has 

been found to be optimum. Finally the product handling cost and the manufacturing cost are 

minimized. 

A 
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5.2 Limitations of the present study 

> It's so difficult to improve the machining performance for existing production 

system and plant design of cement production industry. 

> Sometimes the placement of machineries and equipments at the right places is not 

possible for their shortage of space and irregular shape of area. 

> Product handling cost sometimes becomes high due to shortage of their materials 

and high investment cost. 

The comparison between vertical roller mill and ball mills is so difficult because 

of some limitation and advantage. 

Various factors need to be considered for the selection of plant location from area 

to the specific site. 

> The production system for best plant layout of a cement industry, the product 

handling cost and labor movement are considered. 

> Due to the lack of knowledge of plant location and plant layout the design of 

cement industry may not be optimum. 

> As the cement industry is a long time investment, it's various factors influencing 

the choice of an initial layout and its subsequent modification is quite impossible. 
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5.3 Recommendations 

The present work deals with the survey of data collections and some theoretical 

analysis for plant layout of machineries, equipments and raw materials etc. The Portland 

cement manufacturing process also has been discussed but more experimental studies are 

required to improve machining efficiency. The knowledge from this work will be applicable 

in any mass production industry for better production and profit. 

This project may be used as a useful tool for any better plant layout for a cement 

industry and thus product handling cost and manufacturing cost could be optimized. 

A 
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APPENDIX-i 

Calculation of Proposed Layout 

Assuming, production rate to be 3000 Tons/day 

01. Power Consumption: 

For Vertical roller mill, The total power consumption = (3.5=4.0) MW. Per day production 

3000 Tons. 

Pack House I = 500 kW0.5 MW 

Pack Hose 2 = 500 kW=0.5 MW 

Clinker unloading = 300 kW= 0.3 MW 

Fly ash + Other raw material unloading = 200 kW= 0.2 MW 

Bag Plant = 650 kW= 0.65 MW 

Otiice+Residential+ Lighting + So on = 500 kW 0.5 MW 

Total power consumption (3.5-4.0)12 +0.5+0.5+0.3+0.2+0.65+0.5 

A. 

= 6.40 MW 

Power consumption per ton = (6.4x1000)kW/3000 tons I!as  I MW1000kWi 

-') , -,.-,- 
- .jj.,., =2.13kW/ton 

02. Area 

From fig. 4.6, Width = 196.2 m 

'l'otal width= (196.2+D 1 +D2) m [Where D1  & D2  is the both side extra distance of industry I Orn] 

=(l 96.2+10+10)m 

= 216.2m 

I] 



From fig. 4.6, Length = 144 m 

Total length=(144+D3+D4) m [Where D3= river side extra distance= 15m 

D4= road side extra distance I 0m] 

=(144+15+10)m 

169m 

Total area = (216.2x 169 )= 36,537.8 m2  = 9.02acres 

03. Number and dimension of silo: 

For clinkers 

The production rate of portland cement is 3000ton/day and clinker use (70--80)% of total 

production rate. 

so clinker use =3000X 75% 

=2250 tons/day 

At least (I 0-1 5) = 12.5 times clinker storage should be considered for smoothly production. 

Therefore, total clinker storage need = 2250XI2.528,125 tons 

Let, silo diameter, d = 20m and height, h = 40m. 

MO Therefore, silo capacity = II r2hx 1.28 [Bulk dcnsityl .28 for clinker] 

=fl/4xd2hx 1.28 

=(3. 14x202x40x  1 .28)/4 

= 16076.8 ton 

If 85% fillup then the capacity ofsilo=16076.8x0.85 

=13665.28 ton 

So, no. of silo needed =( 28,125)/13665.28 

= 2.05 z 2 piece (20mx40m) and safety silo= I piece(15mx30m) 

Total no. of clinker silo = 2+1=3 piece 
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For fly ash 

The total production rate of cement is 3000tons/day and fly ash is use avarage (3-5)% of per 

day production rate. 

So fly ash storage need = 3000x(35)% 

=120 tons 

At least 20 times capacity of perday production rate is needed. 

Therefore, total fly ash storage need = 120x20 

= 2400 tons 

Let, silo diameter, d = I 5m and height, Ii = 30m 

Silo capacity = fl/4xd2hx0.94 II For fly ash, bulk density = 0.94] 

=(3. 14x 152x30xO94) 

=3320.55 tons 

Therefore, fly silo needed = 2400/3320.55 

= 0.7227 z 1 piece (15mx30m) 

..1 

For cement 

As the production rate is 3000 tons/day and cement silo is used for conhinous production, 

approximately 5 times finished cement is needed for per day production rate. 

So, total finished cement storage needed = 3000x5 = 15000 tons. 

Let, silo diameter, d = 20m and height, h = 40m. 

Silo capacity = 11/4xd2hx 1.12 [For OPC, bulk density = 1.3 and for PPC, bulk density = 0.94 

Avarage bulk density = (1.3+0.94)12 = 1.12] 

=(3.14x202 x 40x1.12)I4 

=14067.2 
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So, no. of silo needed = 15000/14067.2=1.066 1 piece(20mx40m) and safety silo = 

piece(20m x40m) 

Total no. of cement silo needed = 1+1 = 2 pieces(20mx40m) 

04. For other materials (gypsum, slack & so on 

From fig. 4.6, Let, width = 15m. length = 30m, height = 25 m. 

Volume=(15x30x25)m3  

= 11,250 m3 ( 

Here (15-25)% other material is used for continous cement production. 

So, other materials used = 3000x( I 7-25)% 

= 630 tons/day 

Approximately (15-20) times other material storage is needed for per day usage. 

So, total other material storage capacity needed = 630x(l 5-20) 

=11,025 tons; here the volume of other 

material storage house is 11,250 m3, which may be acceptable for other material storage. 

In this case, for storing other materials, storage house and various free space of the 

industry may be used. 

Per day production Vs material used: 

Per day production rate = 3000 tons 

Per day clinker used = 2250 tons 

Per day other materials used = (630+ 120) tons 

Therefore, total materials used per day = (2250 + 630 +120) tons 

= 3000 tons = Production rate (3000 tons per day). 

So, production and manufacturing process should go on smooth. 

-S 
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